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Passiv Haus Design Criteria 

EnerPHit Certification based on the requirement for heating demand 

Heating demand: QH ≤ 25 kWh/(m2a) (calculated using the PHPP) 

 
Primary energy demand 

QP ≤ 132 kWh/m2a + ((QH - 15 kWh/(m2a)) . 1.2) 

 

PHI ENERPHIT CRITERIA 

The primary energy demand includes all necessary energy applications for heating, 
cooling,domestic hot water, auxiliary electricity, lighting, and other electricity uses 
 

Frequency of Overheating 

Of 25 deg C or more < 10% of year 



Existing Situation 

SUMMARY;- 
Existing building  is poorly insulated , with poor level of airtightness, naturally 
ventilated ,therefore  the Space Heating demand (SHD)is very high, with  
heat loss through all fabric elements, and through ventilation. Conceptual 
Analysis will Indicate a  5 step strategy using PHPP  to  achieve a better heat 
energy balance , and reach the target  EnerPHit  Space Heating & Primary 
Energy Demand   (PED) 



Summary Concept PHPP 



Final Design Proposal 

STRATEGY 
Internal Layout re-designed to  aim at meeting DoE requirements. Ex Corridor converted into  ‘Wet Zone’  containing classroom, staff & disabled WCs, 
and Plantroom, with efficient services distribution zone overhead. New corridor pushed in  NW direction into school yard ,and as all  EnerPHit 
certification data relates to FA ratio , this increases the ratio of FA:ESA Which in turn reduces specific energy and space heat demand which is the key 
energy issue. The layout is symmetrical with the ancilary wings now largely  service free zones ( except ventilation distribution ) containing   entrance 
halls ,offices , staff room , general purpose room, library & special education tuition room. More efficient access to school yard from each classroom. 



Proposed  GA Plan 
Key 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Classroom Daylight 

Existing 

After Addition of 

Rooflight 

Target DF- 4.5-5.5%  

(Dept of Education) 

The existing clerestorey windows were not contributing to the DF of the Classrooms which prevented them from meeting DoE target DF, by  
eliminating the clerestorey windows and replacing with new strip rooflight the target  DF was easily achieved. This in turn was the critical design 
decision which in turn influenced all the other decisions ie removal of  rear wall & flat roof to corridor block, in addition to glazing percentage & 
shading, and surface finishes strategy. 



Glazing Percentage 

STRATEGY;- 
Design intention was to retain as many existing opes as possible ( ie Primary Classroom windows) but to optimise solar gain as far as possible 
By  combining existing  small opes  with high frame to glass ratios into larger opes with lower frame to glass ratio. The classroom windows 
had to have three sections to comply with DoE requirements and summer night ventilation strategy. All new opes to new rear wall maximize 
Solar gains without overheating. Fixed windows are combined with opening sections in all spaces. 

-Addition of roof light to each classroom to improve Daylight Factor  to meet DoE requirements 
--Increase Glazing areas to corridor  , Entrance Halls, office /staff room /library /GR Room to maximise solar gain 
-Reduce Glazing areas to  north facing facades. 
-Introduce  Summer Ventilation strategy  with opening vents in primary classroom windows , and vents in rooflights to create 
passive stack /night time purge ventilation /cooling to prevent overheating 
 
 
 



Before  V After Elevations 

STRATEGY;- 
Its is intended to keep the ‘iconic ‘ rural National school  image , but give it a contemporary  facelift. New rear lean –to & butterfly roof to ancilary 
wings are too shallow for slates or tiles, therefore it is proposed to use zinc roof finish, and replace existing pitch roof finish with zinc to match. Solar PV 
panels fixed within roof finish. Fibre Cement cladding colour matched to zinc on classroom block with spandrel panels between windows colour 
matched to windows which retain the original window proportions. Lighter colour FC to ancilary blocks , it is intended to keep the palette of materials 
to min , with zinc, fibre cement cladding , combined with aluclad triple glazed windows and hardwood   pergola shading device to classroom windows. 



Elevations  Contd 

STRATEGY CONTD;- 
. FC  cladding is proposed as it is on DoE list of approved materials, but also a personal belief that large areas of external insulation with rendered 
finish are not suitable for our wet climate, and will not retain its appearance especially on north facing or shaded areas, with unsightly staining or 
lichen growth. FC cladding is more durable , easier to maintain & can be replaced easily. It is also  available in a range of colours that can animate 
any façade, in this case differentiating between classroom & ancilary blocks. 



 

 

Thermal / AT Layer -Plan 

Definition of  Airtightness layer & 
Thermal Envelope 

Existing internal plaster is adequate as 
Airtightness layer , with proprietary AT tape  
used at all junctions with floor , ceiling, 
windows. Parge coat used to level ex 
pebble dashed surface prior to  fixing ETICS 
can also function as windtight layer. 
External insulation acts as an ‘overcoat’ to 
the building and used in conjunction with 
AT layer is extremely effective in reducing  
fabric heat losses. 



Thermal A/T Layer- Section 
Definition of  Airtightness layer & Thermal Envelope 

STRATEGY 
Rear wall pushed out into school yard to facilitate creation of  ‘ Wet Zone’ containing classroom , staff & disabled WCs, with services distribution zone 
overhead accessed via  demountable ceiling . Higher  glazing percentage  to new rear wall optimises solar gains , in addition to providing more efficient 
Access / escape to school yard directly across corridor  from classroom door, rather than via entrance hall. New roof outline visually links classroom 
blocks to ancilary wings 



Ground Floor Details 
TARGET -Opaque building envelope 

For exterior insulation: 

ft . U ≤ 0.15 W/(m2K) 

 

GROUND JUNCTION 
 
Critical Detail  as it is the most difficult to resolve 

in terms of thermal bridging . 
 



LTB  Analysis- 

Ground Junction 

TARGET -Minimise Thermal Bridges 

(Psi ext ≤ +0.01 W/(mK) 
 



Glazing Upgrade 
 
 
TARGET-Window W (window)For the 
window as a whole (EN 10077): 
UW,installed ≤ 0.85 W/(m2K) 
for g and Ug-value of glazing: g . 1.6 
W/(m2K) ≥ U3 
 

TARGET-External doors D (door) 

ft . UD,installed ≤ 0.80 W/(m2K) 

 

PROPOSAL ;- 
 
Replacement of all existing Double 
glazed  windows with PHI Certified  
Triple Glazed windows  , ie Munster 
ECOCLAD 120+  used in conjunction with  
External Insulation  has a Installed U 
Value of 0.83W/m2K  to  satisfy EnerPHit  
criteria. 



Window Details 
NEW WINDOW LOCATION;- 
Moved out to external insulation zone to 
prevent thermal bridging , fixed on brackets 
to ex wall Prior to fixing ETICS 



Thermal A/T Layer Section 
Definition of Airtightness Layer &  Thermal Envelope 

STRATEGY;- 
Existing  concrete flat roof replaced with new ‘warm’ butterfly roof , to optimise solar gain through new clerestorey windows , wihout compromising 
usable wall surface area for equipment layout to comply with DoE requirements. New roof profile also provides space for services distribution in 
entrance hall , in addition to  creation of more attractive  light filled entrance hall. Projecting canopy acts as a shading device and defines entrance. 
New roof profile  is shallow pitched to tie in visually with new lean to pitched roof extension on classroom block, and also satisfies DoE requirements in 
terms of  limiting area of flat roofs. 



Roof Details TARGET -Opaque building envelope 

For exterior insulation: 

ft . U ≤ 0.15 W/(m2K) 

 



Treated Floor Area 
Definition of Treated  Floor Areas  & Demolition Areas 

STRATEGY;- 
All areas 100% TFA except circulation & plantroom which are 60% . All dimensions are to external face of Thermal Envelope. 



Ventilation MVHR 
TARGET _Ventilation 

hHR,eff ≥ 75 % PHI Certified Unit 

  

Specific electricity consumption of the entire 
system based on the average volume flow 
transferred (electrical efficiency): ≤ 0.45 Wh/m3 

  



MVHR – Schematic -Plan 
All rooms within the heated building volume must either be connected to a supply air and extract air system with heat recovery or be part of a 

transferred air zone 

 

The MVHR  system is based on two identical units located at floor level for maintenance access in a purpose built plant 
room , located inside the thermal envelope , within the services distribution zone, accessed from corridor. Supply & extract 
distribution ductwork serving classrooms and ancilary wings runs in zone over new WC strip  with fully accessible ceiling. 
Hall & corridor are  transfer zones  .Extract from toilets kept separate from other zones to prevent air contamination. 



MVHR +Summer Ventilation  

Schematic -Section 

STRATEGY;- 
New  warm pitched roof replaces flat roof over existing corridor to create services distribution zone  with accessible ceiling. New roof light to each 
classroom to achieve required Daylight Factor (DF) ,with opening vents (on restrictors for security) to facilitate night purge ventilation, in combination 
with opening vents on restrictors to primary windows, to combat summer overheating. 



MVHR- Ancilary Blocks 

Schematic Section 

STRATEGY;- 
Existing concrete flat roof replaced with new highly insulated ‘ warm ‘  butterfly roof which is designed to maximise solar gain , and create enough 
headroom to accommodate ventilation  ductwork in bespoke bulkhead in entrance hall. Supply & extract ductwork  to all offices , library , general 
resource room, and special education tuition room, with transfer  air into circulation zones . 



Mech & Elec  Layout 

STRATEGY 
Layout designed to keep external walls ‘service free’ to minimize penetrations of Airtight layer. The exceptions are Classroom 1&4 gables  & ceilings , 
but this is resolved by services cavity creation  inside the AT layer. M& E layout as per DoE requirements . Wet  Zone services distribution is designed 
to be as energy efficient as practically possible , by keeping distribution runs to minimum and all within thermal envelope. 



Shading Devices 

Winter Solstice 11am  low sun on classroom windows Summer Solstice –Noon – Sun high in sky – 
shading lightshelf required under rooflights 



Products 



Renewables Strategy 

PV Array Solar Thermal 

48 sq.m of Solar PV / thermal panels set into existing roof of classroom 
block reduces AHD from 25-17kWh/(m2a) & PE from 156 across the 
EnerPHit threshold to 106 kWh/(m2a). 



Energy Balance- 
Pre V Post Retrofit 

The energy balance of the retrofit must be verified using the latest version of 
(PHPP). 

This image illustrates the Passiv Haus Principle. It is essentially that all of the 
losses can be minimised to remove the need for the red “heating” part of the 
chart. With these heat losses minimised, the internal heat sources and the solar 
gain could in essence cover the heating requirements 



Final Design Results 

Conceptual Design Results 

Final Design Results 


